L I B R A R Y

SULLIVAN BOCES
When New York State increased
regulations regarding data security
for students, Sullivan BOCES quickly
implemented TLC•Cloud Services,
the latest cloud hosting solution
from The Library Corporation (TLC), to maintain
compliance and secure student data without
disruption to library services.

Helpful Information
A BOCES is a Board of Cooperative Educational Services
that shares educational resources, programs, and services
across a group of school districts in a particular region

Background
Sullivan BOCES, located 100 miles outside of New York
City and made up of 8 school districts with 18 school
libraries, has been using TLC's Library•Solution® for
Schools software since August 2003 when school
libraries began adopting Microsoft Windows
Server-based centralized integrated library systems.
Sullivan County is home to a population of 76,336
residents, a slight increase since the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic as people relocated from New York
City and the surrounding metro area to avoid the virus.
With this increase of new residents, Sullivan BOCES has
also seen an increase in the student population — and
with it, student data.
Student data has been protected under New York State
Education Law 2-D since April 2014, including
personally identifiable information (PII) of students: the
student's name, contact information, parental

information, social security number, student
identification number, etc. Sullivan BOCES’ usage of
Library•Solution® for Schools utilizes some of this
student information as it pertains to library account
and transaction data.

"TLC really stepped up and did all the research
and all of the work in figuring out how to do
this. We didn't see anything different happen
on our end; it was totally invisible! So, in doing
all of the things that TLC did to secure the
data, I felt reassured that we were in
compliance with New York State law, but also
that we were protecting our student data from
any outside non-entities."
Lynn Miller
School Library System Director
Sullivan BOCES
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Problem
During the spring semester of the 2019-2020
school year, New York State passed additional
legislation to tighten the regulation and
enforcement of Education Law 2-D for
unauthorized release of student data and PII. In
addition to naming a Data Privacy Officer to
maintain compliance with the new regulations,
Sullivan BOCES needed to audit how each of its
third party vendors handled and maintained BOCES
student data. Any vendor not able to guarantee
compliance had to be released from contract by the
start of 2020-2021 school year.
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Through a quick response, an easily implementable
service, and an attention to compliance detail, TLC was
able to provide a solution with the highest level of
performance and most secure environment to host
library services and data. Sullivan BOCES can rest assured
knowing their student data and PII is safely secured.

Justin Duewel-Zahniser
Chief Technology Officer
The Library Corporation

"We are extremely pleased that TLC could quickly
resolve an emerging data privacy standard within
NY State by migrating their library system
infrastructure to TLC•Cloud Services, using Oracle
Cloud Infastructure's security-first approach to
enterprise Cloud hosting. And we are so pleased to
have Sullivan County BOCES as our first K-12
partner taking advantage of this new option from
TLC while protecting their students and staff
members data privacy."

John Burns

Chief Operating Officer
The Library Corporation
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Due to the time sensitivity of the request, TLC quickly
scheduled a time to migrate the Sullivan BOCES data
from the co-location hosting solution to the cloud
hosting solution. The work was completed over a
three-day weekend with ample time to spare. By the
following Friday, Sullivan BOCES had signed off that TLC
was in compliance with New York State Education Law
2-D for their student data, sharing sentiments that the
majority of librarians did not even notice the change.

"The Library Corporation has always had a stance
regarding customer data that I find admirable and
increasingly rare: We only use a customer's data for
the express purpose of providing the service they
contracted us for. It's our job in partnership with
our customer to safeguard this information. We
have to assure the individual who becomes a
library user that they will benefit from the amazing
services of the library, and not worry about the
safety of their data or how it will be used."
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As not only a user of TLC's integrated
library management system but also
its data hosting services, Sullivan
BOCES reached out to TLC to confirm
compliance with Education Law 2-D.
TLC inherently provides data security
via their second-generation data
hosting services, completing the
data-in-motion encryption
requirement. This new legislation also
coincided with TLC's corporate
initiative to migrate customers into their
third-generation hosting solution: TLC•Cloud Services,
providing additional layers of built-in security features.
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